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Summary

In today’s competitive global economy, companies and other organizations aim for resource-efficient operations that deliver high quality products and services. Optimization models and solvers can effectively assist their users to make better quantitative decisions. Within this general framework, the development and solution of nonlinear decision models is essential in many areas of the sciences, engineering, economics, and finances.

Global optimization (GO) is aimed at finding the best solution of nonlinear models, in the presence of multiple optima. For illustration, please see the figure that shows a multimodal function: traditional local optimization methods will often fail to find the global minimum/maximum of such functions. GO is an emerging area of research, with significant existing and potential applications.

We will briefly review the key GO model types, and the most prominent exact and heuristic algorithmic solution approaches. This discussion will be followed by the introduction of several professional software implementations, available for (C and Fortran) compiler platforms, for optimization modeling languages (AIMMS, GAMS, MPL), and for integrated scientific-technical computing systems (Maple, Mathematica, and MATLAB/TOMLAB). The illustrative examples presented include standard test models from GO libraries, famous optimization challenges, and practically motivated examples. We will also review several advanced applications and case studies.

The lecture(s) are offered in an interactive atmosphere. Questions, comments, test challenges and real-world GO applications are welcome.

Topics Covered

- Introductions; Workshop Objectives
- Operations Research, Optimization Models, and Solution Techniques
- The Relevance of Nonlinear and Global Optimization
- Traditional (Local) Nonlinear Optimization Methods
- The Global Optimization Model and Several Important Special Cases
- Exact and Heuristic GO Algorithms
- Modeling Environments
- Global (and Local) Nonlinear Optimization Software Implementations
- Software Demonstrations
Illustrative References


Software Product Web References

LGO stand-alone solver engine (for C and Fortran compilers and other links):
   www.pinterconsulting.com
AIMMS/LGO solver engine: www.aimms.com/aimms/product/solvers/lgo.html
GAMS/LGO solver engine: www.gams.com/solvers/solvers.htm#LGO
Global Optimization Toolbox for Maple:
   www.maplesoft.com/products/toolboxes/globaloptimization/
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